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Erik Truffaz With Marcello Giuliani â€¢ Marc Erbetta â€¢ BenoÃ®t Corboz â€Žâ€“ In Between ; Genre: Electronic music, Jazz; Style: modern jazz, future jazz; Year: 2010 ISBN: 978-0-8417-7348-0 annotation Do you want to make a journey through the centuries of our history and introduce your friends to a famous historical figure? Then this album is for you! It contains fascinating stories about
famous people of our time who illuminate their lives, give advice, share interesting facts and experiences. This edition also presents different versions of their life path. â€“ The characters in this album are intertwined with the events of our history. You can learn about them from various sources: books, films, etc. With this album, I open a series of albums in which you will hear the stories of famous
people of our time. You will read about the outstanding people of the world. The albums are made up of the stories of our contemporaries - athletes, artists, scientists, writers, politicians who shared their stories. In the albums there are interviews with different people, who are united by one thing - their biographies are permeated with the bonds of people's memory. Forty-three stories about
representatives of various countries of the world, who are united by common talents and destinies. Lots of legends and interesting facts. Many thanks for this publication from my son Bogdan. Read moreâ€¦ * * * * in authors Vladimir Ogneva - photographer; Vladimir Ilyin - architectural historian, specialist in the history of art deco, specialist in the field of urban planning, urban planning and
architecture of Ancient Russia; unknown Belarusian artists dedicated to constructivism; Marina Poplavskaya â€“ neurophysiologist, Doctor of Biological Sciences, Professor, President of the Russian Society of Neuropharmacology, Moscow, Russia; Omar Chevalier is a French artist who became famous as the author of origami; Omar Shevel is a famous French artist in the genre of art collage and photo
landscape; Omar Reborn is a German artist, representative and illustrator of the New Time group; Evgraf Shvetsov - writer; Kirill Demurenko - writer, son of a priest, Ukraine; Marina Lapina - artist, writer, Lapina Ukraine; Gianluca
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